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2022 OFFICERS

STUDY GROUPS

President: Dan Gumina (313) 766-8944
Vice President: Mike Bomba (313) 381-8455
Recording Secretary: Diane Kuzara (734) 675-5237
Treasurer: Doris Snyder (313) 291-2133
Corresponding Secretary: Diane Kuzara (734) 675-5237
Liaison Officer: Peter Kuzara (734) 675-5237

Lapidary: Workshop at Frank Konieczki's
Bead Study: Diane Kuzara
Mineralogy: Bill Barr at David Esch's

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
Club Services: Ana Ferguson
Door Prizes: Mike Bomba
AFMS Scholarship: Pat Rutkowski
Field Trips - Mike Bomba/Gary Slominski
Education: Dave Hendershot
Historian: Tom Morris
Michigan Material: Tom Morris
Membership: Ana Ferguson
MMLS Scholarship: Velma Bradley
Program Coordinator: Mike Bomba
Property - Storage: Gary Slominski
Sunshine Reporter: Velma Bradley
Refreshments: Gary Slominski
Web Site: Stacey Harper

ACTIVITIES
2022 Banquet: Dan Gumina
2022 Club Picnic: Stacey Harper
2022 Swap: Lou and Cindy Talley
2022 Super Swap: Bill Barr
2022 Auction: Dwayne Ferguson

The Rockpile Staff : Editor Peter Kuzara,
email: Kuzara1126@gmail.com

734-675-5237

MMLS website - www.mmls.us
Email - rockhounds@mmls.us
General Club meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on every
third Tuesday of the month (except July and August) at
the Democratic Club of Taylor, 23400 Wick Rd., Taylor,
MI
48180
GUESTS ARE ALWAYSWELCOME

PAST PRESIDENTS
Robert Ellison (interim) 1956
Louis Cox 1957
Robert Heldenbrand 1958-59
Ralph Gamble 1959-60
Fred Miller 1960-61
Bert Smart 1961-62
Leo Nieman 1963
Nicholas Rothenthaler 1964-65
Robert Fedoruk 1966-67
John Good 1968-69
Cecilia Duluk 1970
Stanley Franczak 1971-72
E. Donald Stinnett 1973-74
Ralph Goniea 1975-76
Norman Hanschu 1977-78
Thomas Gibbs 1979-80
Harry Nagy 1981-:82
Elspeth Gibbs 1983-84
Loretta Franczak 1985-86
Roland Snyder 1987-88
Jay Ross 1989-90
Tom Morris Jr. 1991-92
Diane Kuzara 1993-94
Bill Orban 1995-96
Glenn Swain 1997-98
Bill Peach 1999-2000
Diane Kuzara 2001-02
Cecilia Duluk 2003-04
Russ Ranker 2005-06
Dick DePodesta 2007-08
Rich Williams 2009-10
Leonard Swisher 2011-12
Mike Bomba 2013 - 14
Diane Kuzara 2015 - 16
Dan Gumina 2017 - 18
Diane Kuzara 2019 -2020
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NOTICE NEW DATE
From The President's Desk:
Mar. 19th, 49th ANNUAL METRO ROCK
Hello Rockhounds ! Welcome to February.
SWAP HOSTED BY THE MIDWEST
It's supposed to be cold in Michigan. We
MINERALOGICAL & LAPIDARY
know we tough it out. So I will be short and
SOCIETY at St. John's Lutheran Church,
simple . Thanks all for every time you get
called upon and respond to the needs of this
club. A special "above the call of duty "goes
out to Stacey Harper for being our clubs
website " worker bee" manager for the years
past. Thanks Stacey to you! We still need a worthy
replacement! To the rest of you ... step forward anytime.
Take care and remember to pay your dues! We miss you!
Stay well and creative.
President Dan

J~y

Pro-tJr~

Continuation of the

video "Treasures of the Earth on power"

REMEMBER BEFORE
TRAVELING A GREAT DISTANCE
CHECK THAT THE EVENT IS
STILL GOING ON!!!!!
Dates to Remember!!
Feb. 7th, 21st & 23rd, 2022 Lapidary Work Shop 2009
W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti, Mi. 7pm. to 10 pm. Space is
limited so please call Frank Konieczki 734-323-2218
before attending.
Feb. 3rd & 17th , 2022 Bead Study group will meet at
the Kuzara's 20281 Thomas, Brownstown at 7pm. Diane
Kuzara 734-675-5237.
Feb. 11t1i, 2022 ROCKPILE DEADLINE
Feb. 15th , 2022 Board Meeting will be held at the
Democratic Club of Taylor, 23400 Wick Rd., Taylor at
6:30 pm.
Feb. 15th , 2022 General Meeting will be held at the
Democratic Club of Taylor, 23400 Wick Rd., Taylor at
7:30 pm.
Feb. 17th , 2022 Mineral Study group will meet at
Dave Esch's house, 227 Barton Shore Dr., Ann Arbor, Mi.
At 7:30 pm.

13115 Telegraph Rd. Taylor, Mi. For reservations
and information 734-837-8920

SISTER CLUB EVENTS
Feb. 18-20-INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA: Annual
show; Indiana State Museum and Historic Sites, 650 W
Washington St; daily 10-5; Entrance is included with
admission to the Indiana State Museum. contact Megan
Mance; Email: mmance@indianamuseum.org; Website:
indianamuseum. org
Mar. 5t1, & 61h THE RO AMIN CLUB 49rn ANNUAL
AUCTION
Saturday 11am to 6pm
Sunday 12 noon to 6pm
Schoolcraft College, Vista Tech Center, 18600
Haggerty Rd., Livonia, Michigan
For Information: Todd Gall 248-348-5093 or Clarence
Sterling 248-884-0431
https://roaminrockclub. weebly.com/
Mar, 18-20-JACKSON, MICHIGAN: Annual show;
Michigan Gem and Mineral Society; Keeley Park
American 1 Credit Union Event Center, 200 W. Ganson
St., Fri.10-7,Sat.10-6,Sun.11-5; SallyHoskin,MI,
(517) 522-3396; Email: main@mgmsrockclub.com;
Website: http://mgmsrockclub.com/annual-show.html
Apr. 23-24-TROY, OHIO: Annual show; Miami
County Gem & Mineral Club; Miami County Fairgrounds,
650 N. Co Rd 25A; Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-4; Dewey Buck, PO
Box 885, Troy, OH 45373, (937) 308-3012; Email:
deweybuck l 2@gmail.com
Apr. 23-24-CUYAHOGA FALLS,, OHIO: Show and
sale; Summit Lapidary Club and Akron Mineral Society;
Emidios Expo Center, 48 E Bath Rd ; Sat. 10-6, Sun.
10-5; contact Evelyn Tryon, 2028 Tallmadge Rd, Kent,
OH 44240-6806, (330) 673-9664; Email:
gemboree76@gmail.com; Website: Summit Lapidary
Club, Akron Mineral Society and Gemboree Network
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The Birthstone for February is: Amethyst
rare and command high prices. Matthew Mon-ell says:
Ancient Greeks believed that this stone protected the
person wearing it from drunkenness and helped keep
wearer clear headed and sober minded
From the internet

the

"Clean stones with good crystal in the 4- 7 carats range,
with an even distribution of each colour, change hands in
Europe at between $500-$600 per carat."
Cutting the stone into slices like a loaf of bread
rather than faceting the rough often enhances the
resemblance to a real watermelon. Their complex structure
makes tourmalines very difficult to cut. A great deal of
expertise is required to identify areas of tension within the
stone, which can cause it to crack during the cutting
process.

What causes watermelon tourmaline's
colours?
The bi-coloured and multi-coloured zoning that
we so often see in tourmaline gems happens when the
trace elements change in concentration or composition
during a crystal' s growth. These unique gems can have
coloured zones across the length of the crystal, or they can
have a core of one colour and an outer edge of another
colour. A single tourmaline crystal can contain up to 15
different colours or shades - no wonder it has been
nicknamed the "Rainbow Gem".
In watermelon tourmaline, pink and green Elbaite
crystals are found in the same stone, and these colour
zones provide a visual record of its formation process.
As the watermelon tourmaline crystal grows and
thickens, it is exposed to different minerals such as
manganese and lithium, which cause the gem to change
colour from a pink centre through a pale zone to the green
rind.
From the internet Geologyln

WATERMELON TOURMALINE: WHAT
IS WATERMELON TOURMALINE
Watermelon tourmaline is a variety of
concentrically color-zoned tourmaline with red interiors
and green exteriors and is distinct from longitudinal
bi-color or polychrome zonation.
All colored Tourmaline gems display
pleochroism, meaning their color changes when viewed at
different angles. In some Tourmaline gems, this effect is
hardly noticeable, while in others it is strongly apparent.
Gemstone cutters must take this into account when cutting
a Tourmaline, so that the finished gem brings out its best
color.

What does watermelon tourmaline look
like?

The Michigan Mineral Beginning with the
Letter F: Faujasite Na2CaAJ4Sho02s · 20H20

As the name
suggests, watermelon
tourmaline displays
banded colours that
resemble a ripe slice of
watermelon. The red or
pink centre is
surrounded by a rim of
green, often separated
by a sliver of pale pink
or white. The brightly
coloured zones can also occur at either end of the gem
although there is some debate as to whether these stones
should be classified as watermelon or simply bi-colour
tourmalines.
Watermelon tourmaline crystals tend to form with
a distinctive rounded triangular shape. Watermelon
tourmalines with vivid, clearly separated colours are very

A zeolite.
Found in
mineralized
vesicles in
basaltic
rocks.
Hardness: 4.5
to 5 on Mohs
scale.
Color: Colorless and White.
Occurrence: Keweenaw and Marquette Counties.
From the Mineralogy of Michigan by E. Wm. Heinrich the
picture from the internet.
2
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created a new chapter in warfare and politics. It also
created a new mineral.
The atomic detonation took place in the New Mexico
desert near Alamogordo, New Mexico. A bomb,
nicknamed "Gadget," was exploded from
atop a 100-foot steel tower. The bomb had a yield
equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT. 24 days later, a
functionally similar bomb (using Plutonium) was
dropped on Nagasaki, Japan. The bomb used on
Hiroshima, Japan was a Uranium bomb.2 These bombs
brought a quick end to World War IL The bombs
eliminated an otherwise-planned Allied invasion of Japan.
It is often stated the bombs saved thousands of U.S.,
Allied forces, and Japanese lives with the quick end to
WWII as opposed to an invasion.
At the time that Gadget was detonated, the military
was not completely sure what would happen. On July 16,
1945, I was 10 years old, turning 11 a few days later. This
was a secret project, virtually unknown to almost all
Americans. I recall that there were discussions later as
some people prior to the detonation of the bomb were
concerned that an atomic explosion could start a chain
reaction that would wipe out everything on Earth.
There was concern that the chain reaction would be
unstoppable. The question was, could the bomb destroy
the entire State of New Mexico, or even the entire planet?
Famous scientist Enrico Fermi took bets with some of the
physicists and high-ranking military personnel on whether
the bomb would destroy the entire planet.3 It should be
noted that the math involved in the creation of the bomb
seemed to show clearly that the World would not be
destroyed. However, the guards at the project did not
know this, and they had some anxiety about the prospects,
with Penni's taking of bets. It is said that Kenneth
Bainbridge, director of the Trinity Project (the name of the
bomb test) was not amused with Fermi scaring the guards.
4
On July 18, 1945 General Leslie Groves described a
weapon of mass destruction in a document sent to the War
Department in Washington D.C. The document was
designated "Memorandum for the Secretary ofWarSubject: The Test 11 This report obviously went to
President Harry Truman and other high officials who were
privileged to the "Trinity Project."
The paper, which contained 19 points from General
Groves to the War Department, was part of a presentation
on the Public Broadcasting System [PBS] called
"American Experience, TV 's most watched history
series." The title was "Primary Resources: The First
Nuclear Test in New Mexico."5
What created Trinitite? The first atomic bomb blast.
Other atomic bomb blasts created similar material.

Horn Corals
Scientifically, these corals are known as Rugosa coral.
However, fossil hunters often call them horn corals
because of their unique horn-shaped chamber that has a
wrinkled, or rugose, wall. Because of their shape, the horn
coral are one of the most well-known
and easily recognized corals. They are an extinct order of
coral that were abundant in the Middle Ordovician to Late
Permian seas. Some horn coral reached nearly 3 feet in
length! Like modem corals, horn corals lived on the sea
floor or in a reef and they had tentacles to help them catch

From TRMS T-TOWN ROCKHOUND
Volume LXVIII Issue 11
Tulsa Rock and Mineral Society
November 2020

NEW MINERAL WAS A BLAST!!!
By Terrell Wm. "Terry" Procter, J.D.
Member of the Houston Gem & Mineral Society
From The BACKBENDER'S GAZETTE 12/16

The color ofTrinitite is green. Picture from internet.

On July 16, 1945, a new mineral came into being
with a BLAST!!! It is known as Trinitite, also lesser
known as atornsite or Alamogordo glass'.
On that date, the United States became the first
country to successfully detonate an atomic weapon. This
3
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Most of the following statements, comments, and
material are from this same Memorandum from General
Groves to the War Department.6 Normally
I don't like to quote so much from a source, but in this
case, since this is the official report of this first atomic
bomb blast and the creation of the new mineral "Trinitite,"
there is a need to quote verbatim from the source for
accuracy in the report. However, the entire report (the link
to which is cited as an endnote) contained 19 parts, some
of which are voluminous. Readers are encouraged to read
this entire report for the historical value of knowing what
General Groves reported to the President from this record
of the first atomic bomb blast.
In Item 2. of General Groves Memorandum it is
stated 11 2. At 0530, 16 July 1945, in a remote section of
the Alamogordo Air Base, New Mexico, the first full-scale
test was made of the implosion-type atomic fission bomb.
For the first time in history, there was a nuclear
explosion!" It continued in Item 2 "The bomb was not
dropped from an airplane but was exploded on a
platform on top of a 100-foot high steel tower."
General Groves Item 3. stated "3. The test was
successful beyond the most optimistic expectations of
anyone. Based on the date which it has been
possible to work up to date, I estimate the energy
generated to be in excess of the equivalent of 15,000 to
20,000 tons of TNT; and this is a conservative estimate."
"For a brief period there was a lighting effect within a
radius of 20 miles equal to several suns in midday; a huge
ball of fire was formed which lasted for several seconds.
This ball mushroomed and rose to a height of over ten
thousand feet before it dimmed."
The Memorandum went on to say the light from the
explosion was seen [naming several New Mexico and
Texas cities] then stating generally to about 180 miles
away." The sound was heard to the same distance in a few
instances, but generally to 100 miles away."
The memorandum reported "A massive cloud was
fanned which surged and billowed upward with
tremendous power, reaching the substratosphere at an
elevation of 41,000 feet, 36,000 feet above the ground in
five minutes, breaking without interruption through a
temperature inversion at 17,000 feet which most scientists
thought would stop it." The Memorandum goes on to
mention two supplementary explosions shortly after the
main explosion.
The Memorandum stated the cloud contained several
thousand tons of dust picked up from the ground and a
considerable amount of iron in the gaseous form. General
Groves stated that the present belief was that the iron
mixed with the oxygen in the arid air to cause the
supplementary explosions. There were huge

Issue 2

concentrations of highly radioactive materials from the
fission which were contained in the cloud.
In Item 4, General Groves states that there was a
crater formed with a diameter of 1,200 feet, sloping to the
center where there was a shallow bowl 130 feet in
diameter and 6 feet in depth. "The material within the
crater was deeply pulverized dirt. The material within the
outer circle is greenish and can be distinctly seen from as
much as 5 miles away. The steel from the tower was
evaporated. In Item 5 is mentioned a steel tower one-half
mile away which was 70 feet high, firmly anchored in
concrete foundations and gave details of how much
stronger than a building bay, which would be found in a
15 or 20 story skyscraper or warehouse construction.
"The blast tore the tower from its foundations, twisted it,
ripped it apart and left it lying flat on the ground."7 This is
a lengthy paper, and most of the contents have been left
out of this article.
11 Trinitite ... is the glassy residue left on the desert
floor after the plutonium based Trinity nuclear bomb test
on July 16, 1945... near Alamogordo, New
Mexico. The glass is primarily composed of arkosic sand
composed of quartz grains and feldspar (both microcline
and smaller amount of plagioclase with a (sic) small
amount of calcite, hornblende, and augite in a matrix of
sandy clay) that was melted by the atomic blast. It is
mildly radioactive but safe to handle."8
A good description of the optical properties of
Trinitite is done in an article by Clarence S. Ross, U. S .
Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. on the
several types of Trinitite. Mr. Ross states that the atomic
blast produced two distinct types of glass, one derived
from the feldspar clay fraction of the sands, and the other
from direct fusion of the quartz to silica glass. The
properties and relations of these materials are described in
detail in his article9 Time magazine, Sept. 17, 1945. "Seen
from the air, the crater seems like a splashy star, and set in
sere disc of burnt vegetation half a mile wide. From close
up the lake is a glistening encrustation of blue-green glass
2,400 feet in diameter, formed when the molten soil
solidified in air." I 0
The most in-depth analysis ofTrinitite is probably
the one done by Hunter Scott "Analyzing Trinitite: A
(Radioactive) Piece of Nuclear History." 11
It should be noted that there are many known fakes in
circulation among collectors. These fakes use a variety of
means to achieve the glassy green
silica look as well as the mild radioactivity. Only Trinitite
from the nuclear explosion will contain certain neutron
activation products that are not found in naturally
radioactive ores and minerals. Gamma spectroscopy can
narrow down the potential nuclear explosions from which
4
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I've found that
Growing up in the
Fifties was a lot
More fun than
Being in my fifties!!
(Also the sixties, seventies, and eighties)
Pete and Diane

the material formed.12 Trinitite is mildly radioactive but
safe to handle. Hunter Scott points out in his article what
he calls the "Banana Equivalent Dose" which is the
measure of the radiation dose ( emitted mostly by K-40)
that you are exposed to from eating one banana." If you
are lonely, you can eat 200 bananas to get the same
(radiation) effects as sleeping next to someone." So
Trinitite is safe to own.13

LEAVERITE by Kinney Polve
from Rock-n-Rose 05/2016, via The Cowtown Cutter
04/2016, via The Rockhounder 6/2016
I think we all know, what I'm talking about,
The rocks we brought home, but we should have thrown
out.
What was the cause, was it maybe the light,
Was it some distraction, or just poor eyesight?
Sometimes we don't know, how they get to our house,
I really don't know, but I blame my spouse.
It must be her fault, that we brought them all home,
Because I won't pick them up, I'd leave them alone.
What is it about them, what did we see,
Was it the color, or a pattern maybe?
When I'm there collecting, I pick up the best,
Because rocks are so heavy, I leave all the rest.
It had to be someone else, it couldn't be me,
I wouldn't pick them up; I wouldn't, you see.
When you get back home, does this happen to you,
The rocks you brought back, don't have the same view?
Where did the nice ones go, you picked up on the trail,
Where did they go, I never can tell.
Did something happen, what could it be,
Is somebody playing a trick on me?
It isn't a trick, it's just Leaverite,
You need to know, how to identify it right.
I know there's a reason, it changes this way,
It depends on the light, and the weather that day.
There are many factors, which come into play,
There may be more, I really can't say.
If this doesn't help you, I will beg your pardon,
Just throw them all out, into your rock garden.

NOTE: to contact the author: Terrell William
"Terry" Proctor, J. D. T.W. Proctor & Associates
630 Uvalde Road, Houston Texas 77015-3766
(713) 453-8338 FAX 713 453-3232 Email:
auraman@swbell.net Wikipedia
(714) (https://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinitite)
2. Hunter Scott
3. (http://www.hscott.net/analyzinq-trinitite-aradioactive
piece-of-nuclear-history/) 3. Hunter Scott, ibid
4. Hunter Scott, ibid 5. TV Station WGBH Boston
http://www.pbs.org/wqbh/americanexperience/features/pri
mary resources/truman-bombtest/ 6. The First Nuclear
Test in New Mexico American Experience: TV's most
watched history series
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/
features/primary-resources/truman -bombtest/
7. Ibid TV Station WGBH Boston ibid Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinitite/ Optical Properties
of Glass From Alamogordo, New Mexico
(http://www.minsocam.org/ammin/ AM33/ AM33360.pdf)
Time Magazine Sept 17, 1945 (The online citation to this
Time magazine 14 article requires joining Time). This
citation to Time Magazine and other information came
from the Web site for Mineralogical Research Co.
http://www.minresco.com/trinitite/trin.htm).
Analyzing Trinitite: A (Radioactive) Piece of Nuclear
History by Hunter Scott
(http://www.hscott.net/ analyzing-trinitite-aradioacti ve-pie
ce-of nuclear-history/) Wikipedia on "Fake trinitite"
(https ://en.wikipedia.orq/wiki/Trini tite/) 13. Analyzing
Trinitite: A (Radioactive) Piece of Nuclear History by
HunterScott(http://www.hscott.net/analyzing-trinitite-a-ra
dioactive-piece-of-nuclear -history)
From THE BACKBENDER'S GAZETTE 12/2016

When You "re dead
You don't know
You're dead
The pain is only felt by others.
The same thing happens when
Your stupid

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY FROM THE ROCKPILE
STAFF

From the internet

5
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- THE lVIIDWEST MINERALOGICAL

AND LAPIDARY SOCIETY (MMLS) is an educational
non-profit organization founded in 1956. The Society now has more than 100 members and is affiliated with the
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical Societies and the American Federation of Mineralogical Societies.
Significantly, MMLS has been recognized numerous times by the Midwest and American Federations with first
place (gold level) awards in the annual All American Club Awards Program.

PURPOSE: The purpose of The MMLS shall be (I) to promote interest in and increase knowledge in the
fields of mineralogy, geology, and paleontology, including lapidary and related arts; (2) to publish articles and
information pertaining to these fields; (3) to encourage collections and to display specimens in these fields; and
( 4) to arrange field trips in support of the interests and activities specified.
GENERAL MEETINGS: the third Tuesday of each month, September through June, 7:30 p.m. at the
Democratic Club of Taylor, 23400 Wick Rd., Taylor, MI 48180

GUESTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

MEMBERSHIP:

Applications for membership can be obtained at any general meeting or from any MMLS member.·
DUES: Entrance fee - $3.00; annual dues - $20.00 (adult), $2.00 (junior) on a year basis. Membership expires each Dec. 31.

ANNUAL EVENTS:
March - Spring Rock Swap and Sale, Banquet
Yearly Picnic

Fall- 2 Day SuperSwap and Sale

November Annual Auction

STUDY GROUPS: Special-interest study groups meet monthly, September though June. Currently the
following groups are active: Bead Study, Mineralogy, Wire Study is conducted on individual basis.
FIELD TRIPS: Several one day field trips and one longer (one to two weeks) field trips are conducted each
year. Mostly, these field trips focus on the collecting of mineral and fossil specimens at quarries, mines, and other
known collecting sites in the United States and Canada. Field trips are restricted to MMLS members.

SCHOLARSHIP FUND: MMLS has established a scholarship Endowment Fund which provides scholarships
to qualified students enrolled in an accredited college or university in southeastern Michigan who have completed at
least their junior year and have a major in geology, mineralogy, paleontology or lapidary and related arts.
SEAMAN MINERAL MUSEUM: MMLS has designated the A.E. SEAMAN Mineral Museum,
Houghton, Michigan, as it's "adoptive" museum, pledging to support it with gifts to the museum's endowment fund
and the donation of mineral specimens and services.

INTERNET WEB SITES OF INTEREST:
Midwest Federation:
www.amfed.org/mw 1 lindex.html American
Lands Access Association: http: //amlands.org

American Federation:
www.amfed.org

The Rockhound's 10 Commandments:
Thou shall not touch thy neighbor's minerals unless he places them in thy hands.
Thou shall not test the strength of crystals by pushing, squeezing or biting.
Thou shall not drop thy neighbor's fossils, for many do not bounce properly.
Thou shall not place thy neighbor's specimens in thine own pocket.
Thou shall not collect at a neighbor's land unless unless thy neighbor knowst he's there.
Thou shall not argue names of minerals too violently; for sometimes thou couldst be wrong.
Thou shall not climb above thy neighbor's head when on a field trip, lest thou art willing to spend the rest of the day
digging him out.
Thou shall protect thine eyes, hands & feet, so that they mayst enjoy many future field trips.
Thou shall not encroach upon thy neighbor's diggin's, lest thy neighbor's hammer be
dropped upon thee.
Thou shall not break uncollectable specimens.

Midwest
Mineralogical
Lapidary
Society of
Michigan

and

EDITOR
20281 THOMAS
BROWNSTOWN, Ml
48183

The ROCKPILE
Bulletin Editor Contest Awards

•
~

FED1iR4T10M

1993 - 1st Place (Large Bulletin) AFMS
1991 - 1st Place (Large Bulletin) MWF
1990 - 1st Place (New Editor) AFMS
1990 -1st Place (New Editor) MWF
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